TWO REMARKS ON SPACES OF MAPS BETWEEN
OPERADS OF LITTLE CUBES
GEOFFROY HOREL, MANUEL KRANNICH, AND ALEXANDER KUPERS

Abstract. We record two facts on spaces of derived maps between the operads Ed of little
d-cubes. Firstly, these mapping spaces are equivalent to the mapping spaces between the
non-unitary versions of Ed . Secondly, all endomorphisms of Ed are automorphisms. We also
discuss variants for localisations of Ed and for versions with tangential structures.

The operad of little Ů
d-cubes Ed , whose space Ed pkq of k-ary operations is the space of
rectilinear embeddings k p´1, 1qd ãÑ p´1, 1qd , is omnipresent in homotopy theory. In recent
years, it also gained prominence in geometric topology, not least because it became clear that
the (derived) mapping space MapOp8 pEd , Ed1 q from the Ed - to the Ed1 -operad is closely related
to spaces of embeddings of d- into d1 -dimensional manifolds (see e.g. [DH12, AT15, BdBW18]).
This note serves to record two facts on these spaces of derived maps between Ed -operads.
Remark. We phrase the results in the 8-category Op8 of 8-operads in the sense of Lurie [Lur17].
However as Op8 is known to be equivalent to the underlying 8-category of the model categories
of other models of operads such as simplicial coloured operads [CM13, Bar18, CHH18, HM22],
we could have also stated the results in any of these settings.
The first fact concerns the space of 0-ary operations. The Ed -operad is unital or unitary,
in the sense that it has a contractible space of 0-ary operations; there is a unique embedding
∅ ãÑ p´1, 1qd . There is also non-unitary variant Ednu , obtained by replacing the space of 0-ary
operations with the empty set. This is the value of Ed under a “non-unitarisation” functor
p´qnu : Op8 Ñ Op8 , so there is in particular a comparison map from the space of maps Ed Ñ Ed1
to the space of maps between the non-unitary variants. This is an equivalence:
Theorem A. For d, d1 ě 1, the map
p´qnu : MapOp8 pEd , Ed1 q ÝÑ MapOp8 pEdnu , Ednu
1 q
is an equivalence.
Remark. There are various extensions of Theorem A:
(i) The target Ed1 may be replaced by any 8-operad O such that for all colours c the space of
multi-operations MulO p∅, cq is non-empty and MulO pc, cq is connected (see Section 1.2).
(ii) The source Ed may be replaced by variants involving tangential structures, for instance
the framed Ed -operad (see Section 2.1).
(iii) Source and target may be replaced by certain localisations (see Section 2.2).
(iv) The mapping spaces can also be taken in the 8-category underlying the model category
of simplicial one-coloured operads instead of multi-coloured ones (see Section 2.3).
The second fact is that all endomorphisms of Ed are automorphisms:
Theorem B. For d ě 1, every self-map of Ed is an equivalence.
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1. Theorem A and a generalisation
1.1. Non-unitary operads. To define non-unitary 8-operads, we denote the category of finite
pointed sets by Fin˚ and write ι : Surj˚ ãÑ Fin˚ for the inclusion of the wide subcategory on
the surjections. This inclusion can be obtained by taking operadic nerves [Lur17, 2.1.1.27]
of the inclusion Commnu ãÑ Comm of one-coloured simplicial operads whose spaces of k-ary
operations consist of a point in both cases for k ě 1, and are for k “ 0 given by Commp0q “ ˚
and Commnu p0q “ ∅. In particular, ι : Surj˚ ãÑ Fin˚ is an 8-operad. The following definition
appears implicitly in [Lur17, 5.4.4.1].
Definition 1.1. An 8-operad O is non-unitary if the map Ob Ñ Fin˚ factors over Surj˚ ãÑ Fin˚ .
We denote the full subcategory of non-unitary 8-operad by Opnu
8 Ă Op8 .
Remark 1.2.
(i) The forgetful functor Op8 {Surj˚ Ñ Op8 of the category of 8-operads over Surj˚ ãÑ Fin˚
b
lands in the subcategory Opnu
8 Ă Op8 , and since factorisations of maps O Ñ Fin˚ over
nu
Surj˚ ãÑ Fin˚ are unique, the resulting functor Op8 {Surj˚ Ñ Op8 is an equivalence.
(ii) Equivalently, an 8-operad O is non-unitary if its spaces of multi-operations [Lur17,
2.1.1.16] satisfy MulO p∅, cq “ ∅ for all colours c (this follows straight from the axioms
of an 8-operad [Lur17, 2.1.1.10]).
(iii) Guided by [Lur17, 5.4.4.1], one might be tempted to use the adjective “non-unital” as
opposed to “non-unitary”. We opted against it since, firstly, “non-unital” is used in
[Lur17, 2.3] for a weaker condition and, secondly, Definition 1.1 is consistent with [Fre17]
in that a non-unitary 8-operad is the multi-coloured and 8-categorical version of the
notion of a non-unitary operad from loc.cit.
As mentioned in the previous remark, the inclusion ι˚ : Opnu
8 ãÑ Op8 can be viewed as the
forgetful functor Op8 {Surj˚ Ñ Op8 , so it has (as any forgetful functor of an overcategory of a
category with products) a right-adjoint ι˚ : Op8 Ñ Opnu
8 given by taking products with Surj˚ in
Op8 . As the forgetful functor Op8 Ñ Cat8 {Fin˚ preserves products (it in fact creates all limits
[AFT17, 1.13]), this right-adjoint is given by sending an operad Ob Ñ Fin˚ to the pullback
Ob ˆFin˚ Surj˚ Ñ Surj˚ . We write
p´qnu : Op8 ÝÑ Op8
for the composition p´qnu – ι˚ ι˚ . This is a colocalisation since ι˚ : Opnu
8 ãÑ Op8 is fully faithful.
1.2. Statement and proof of a generalisation of Theorem A. We consider the following
property on the spaces of multi-operations of an 8-operad O:
Definition 1.3. An 8-operad O is quasi-unitalising if for each colour c, the space MulO p∅, cq is
non-empty and MulO pc, cq is connected.
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The operads Ed are one-coloured and have contractible spaces of 0- and 1-ary operations, so
in particular are quasi-unitalising. Theorem A is thus special case of the following result. Its
statement involves the notion of a 0-coconnected map, which is a map that induces an injection
on the level of path-components and an isomorphism on all homotopy groups of degree i ě 1.
Theorem 1.4. For d ě 1 and any 8-operad O, the map
p´qnu : MapOp8 pEd , Oq ÝÑ MapOp8 pEdnu , Onu q
is 0-coconnected. If O is quasi-unitalising, then it is an equivalence.
Proof. Using that p´qnu is a colocalisation, it suffices to show the claim for the map
(1)

j ˚ : MapOp8 pEd , Oq ÝÑ MapOp8 pEdnu , Oq

obtained by precomposition with the counit j : Ednu Ñ Ed .
To start with, we consider the more restrictive case where O “ C is a symmetric monoidal
8-category as opposed to a general 8-operad. In this case the claim can be extracted from
[Lur17]: it follows directly from the definition of the 8-category Op8 [Lur17, 2.1.4.1] that the
map in question agrees with the map
j ˚ : AlgEd pCq» ÝÑ AlgE nu pCq»

(2)

d

obtained by applying cores to the functor of 8-categories AlgEd pCq Ñ AlgE nu pCq induced by
d
precomposition with j; here AlgP pCq for an 8-operad P denotes as in [Lur17, 2.1.2.7] the 8category of P-algebras in C. To show the first part of the claim, it thus suffices to prove that this
functor is fully faithful. This follows from an application of [Lur17, 5.4.4.5] to the cocartesian
fibration Cb ˆFin˚ Edb Ñ Edb . To show the second claim, we use that the cited result also
characterises the essential image of AlgEd pCq Ñ AlgE nu pCq as those Ednu -algebras A in C whose
d
underlying non-unital associative algebra admits a quasi-unit, i.e. there is a map u : 1C Ñ A from
the monoidal unit such that the compositions
(3)

ubid

µ

A
A » 1C b A ÝÝÝÝÑ
AbAÝ
ÑA

id bu

µ

and A » 1C b A ÝÝAÝÝÑ A b A Ý
Ñ A,

involving the multiplication µ of A, are homotopic to the identity. The first condition in being
quasi-unitalising implies that there is some map 1C Ñ A and the second condition implies that
any self-map of A is homotopic to the identity, so in particular the two in (3) are. Consequently,
for quasi-unitalising C, any algebra admits a quasi-unit, so (2) is an equivalence as claimed.
To extend this argument to the case of a general 8-operad O, we use that the inclusion
CAlgpCat8 q ãÑ Op8 of symmetric monoidal 8-categories into 8-operads has a left-adjoint, the
monoidal envelope Envp´q : Op8 Ñ CAlgpCat8 q from [Lur17, 2.2.4]. Since Fin˚ is the terminal
8-operad, this functor lifts to a functor on overcategories
(4)

Op8 » Op8 {Fin˚ ÝÑ CAlgpCat8 q{EnvpFin˚ q » CAlgpCat8 q{Fin

which we denote by the same symbol. Here we used that the envelope EnvpFin˚ q of the terminal
operad is equivalent to the category Fin of finite sets with the cocartesian monoidal structure
[HK21, 2.3.7]. Moreover, by [HK21, 2.4.3], the lifted functor (4) is fully faithful, so the map in
the statement is equivalent to the map
Envpjq˚ : MapCAlgpCat8 q{Fin pEnvpEd q, EnvpOqq ÝÑ MapCAlgpCat8 q{Fin pEnvpEdnu q, EnvpOqq
which is—by adjointness—in turn equivalent to the map
j ˚ : MapOp8 {Fin pEd , EnvpOqq ÝÑ MapOp8 {Fin pEdnu , EnvpOqq.
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Since mapping spaces in overcategories are computed as fibres of the corresponding mapping
spaces in the non-overcategories, this map is the map on vertical fibres of the square
MapOp8 pEd , EnvpOqq

j˚

MapOp8 pEdnu , EnvpOqq

(5)
MapOp8 pEd , Finq

j˚

MapOp8 pEdnu , Finq.

Here the vertical arrows are induced by postcomposition with the map obtained by applying
Envp´q to the unique map of operads O Ñ Fin˚ , and the vertical fibres are taken at the analogous
maps for Ed and Ednu . Note that since Fin is cocartesian and the underlying 8-categories of
colours of Ed and Ednu are trivial since their spaces of 1-ary operations are contractible, an
application of [Lur17, 2.4.3.9] shows that the bottom arrow in (5) is equivalent to the identity
functor of the core Fin» (so it is in particular an equivalence), and with respect to that equivalence
the vertical fibres are taken at t1u P Fin» . Since EnvpOq is symmetric monoidal, the upper
horizontal map is 0-coconnected as an instance of (2), so the map on fibres is 0-coconnected as
well. This finishes the proof of the first part of the claim.
This leaves us with showing the second part of the claim in the general case. By the
description of the components hit by (2) given earlier, it suffices to prove that any non-unital
associative algebra A in EnvpOq that maps to t1u P Fin under the vertical maps in (5) admits
a quasi-unit. In order to see this, let us recall the description of the homotopy category of
EnvpOq from [Lur17, 2.2.4.3]: objects are given by a pair pS, pcs qsPSzt˚u q of a finite pointed set
S P Fin˚ and a sequence cs of objects in the underlying category of colours of O. Morphisms
pS, pcs qsPSzt˚u q Ñ pT, pdt qtPT zt˚u q are given by an active map f : S Ñ T (i.e. f ´1 p˚q “ ˚) and
multioperations gt P MulO ppcs qsPf ´1 ptq , dt q for t P T zt˚u. The map to Fin sends pS, pcs qsPSzt˚u q
to Szt˚u. The composition and the monoidal structure are given in the evident way. Now if
given an non-unital associative algebra in EnvpOq that maps to t1u P Fin, the underlying object
has the form pt1, ˚u, cq and the multiplication is given by a multi-operation µ P MulO ppc, cq, cq.
To provide a quasi-unit, it thus suffices to give an element u P MulO p∅, cq such that the two
maps analogous to (3) (using operadic composition instead of b) are homotopic to the identity
in MulO pc, cq. The operad O being quasi-unitalising means that MulO p∅, cq is non-empty and
MulO pc, cq is connected, so this is always possible and the claim follows.
□
2. Further extensions of Theorem A
This section serves to explain several extensions of Theorem 1.4. Firstly, in Section 2.1, we
extend the result to allow variants of Ed that include tangential structures (including the framed
Ed -operad). Secondly, in Section 2.2, we extend the result to allow localisations of Ed . Thirdly,
in Section 2.3 we extend the result to mapping spaces of one-coloured operads.
2.1. Versions of Ed with tangential structures. Recall that the 8-operad Ed is obtained as
the operadic nerve of the one-colouredŮ
simplicial operad whose space Ed pkq of k-ary operations
is the space of rectilinear embeddings k p´1, 1qd ãÑ p´1, 1q. Instead of rectilinear embeddings,
one may use all topological embeddings to define a related 8-operad EdTop , which is denoted
BToppdqb Ñ Fin˚ in [Lur17, 5.4.2.1] since its underlying 8-category of colours is equivalent to
the classifying space BToppdq of the topological group of homeomorphisms of Rd as a result of
the Kister–Mazur theorem [Lur17, 5.4.2.6]. To define yet another 8-operad,
one may use k-tuples
Ů
of self-embeddings of p´1, 1qd instead of topological embeddings k p´1, 1qd ãÑ p´1, 1qd . The
\
resulting 8-operad is equivalent
Ů to the dcocartesian d8-operad BToppdq associated to BToppdq
[Lur17, 2.4.3]. An embedding k p´1, 1q ãÑ p´1, 1q is in particular a k-tuple of self-embeddings
p´1, 1qd , so there is a map of 8-operads EdTop Ñ BToppdq\ . A map θ : B Ñ BToppdq of spaces
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induces a map B \ Ñ BToppdq\ of cocartesian 8-operads, so we may take the pullback
Edθ – EdTop ˆBToppdq\ B \
in 8-operads. We call this 8-operad the θ-framed Ed -operad. It can equivalently be constructed as the operadic
nerve of a one-coloured simplicial operad involving θ-framed topoŮ
logical embeddings k p´1, 1qd ãÑ p´1, 1q. For θ “ p˚ Ñ BToppdqq, this recovers Ed and for
θ “ pBSOpdq Ñ BToppdqq this operad is unfortunately known as the framed little d-discs operad.
In this subsection, we generalise Theorem 1.4 to the θ-framed case for any θ:
Theorem 2.1. For d ě 1, a map θ : B Ñ BToppdq of spaces, and an 8-operad O, the map
MapOp8 pEdθ , Oq ÝÑ MapOp8 pEdθ,nu , Onu q
is 0-coconnected. If O is quasi-unitalising then this map is an equivalence.
We will deduce Theorem 2.1 from Theorem 1.4 by means of the following proposition:
Proposition 2.2. Let d ě 1 and θ : B Ñ BToppdq a map of spaces.
(i) There is a functor Gθ : B Ñ Op8 whose values are equivalent to Ed and which satisfies
colimbPB Gθ pbq » Edθ .
(ii) The canonical map colimbPB pGθ pbqnu q Ñ pcolimbPB Gθ pbqqnu is an equivalence.
Proof of Theorem 2.1 assuming Proposition 2.2. Firstly, by the colocalisation property of p´qnu
it suffices to show the claim for the map MapOp8 pEdθ , Oq Ñ MapOp8 pEdθ,nu , Oq induced by
precomposition with the counit Edθ,nu Ñ Edθ . By Proposition 2.2, this counit is a colimit of
maps that are equivalent to the counit Ednu Ñ Ed for which we already known the claim by
Theorem 1.4, so Theorem 2.1 follows from the universal property of the colimit.
□
Proof of Proposition 2.2. We begin by recalling the point of view on colimits of Op8 -valued
functors via families of operads. For simplicity (and because it is all we need) we restrict to the
case of functors G : X Ñ Op8 defined on an 8-groupoid X as opposed to a general 8-category.
Consider the following commutative diagram of 8-categories

(6)

FunpX, Cat8 {Fin˚ q

»
unstr

FunpX, Op8 q

»

colim

Cat8 {XˆFin˚
FampXq Ă pOpgen
8 q{XˆFin˚
Op8

forget

Opgen
8

assem

The upper row is given by the unstraightening equivalence, which restricts to an equivalence
between the subcategory FunpX, Op8 q of FunpX, Cat8 {Fin˚ q and the subcategory FampXq of
Cat8 {XˆFin˚ » CocartpXq{pXˆFin˚ ÑXq whose objects are those functors C Ñ X ˆ Fin˚ that are
families of operads indexed by X in the sense of [Lur17, 2.3.2.10] and whose morphisms are
those maps over X ˆ Fin˚ that preserve cocartesian lifts of inert morphisms in Fin (see the
discussion in [Hin20, Section 2.11]; note that any family of operads indexed by X is cocartesian
in Hinich’s sense since X is an 8-groupoid). The 8-category FampXq can be identified with
gen
a full subcategory of the overcategory pOpgen
8 q{XˆFin˚ of the 8-category Op8 of generalised
operads in the sense of [Lur17, 2.3.2.1-2.3.2.2], over the projection pr : X ˆ Fin˚ Ñ Fin˚ in
Opgen
8 [Lur17, 2.3.2.13]. The functor labelled assem is Lurie’s assembly construction which is the
left-adjoint to the full subcategory inclusion Op8 Ă Opgen
8 [Lur17, 2.3.3.3]. This explains the
diagram, except for the commutative of the lower triangle which—by the universal property of
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the colimit—follows from the sequence of equivalences
MapFunpX,Op8 q pG, constO q » MapFampXq punstrpGq, X ˆ Oq
» MappOpgen
punstrpGq, X ˆ Oq
8 q{XˆFin
˚

[Lur17, 2.3.2.13]

» MapOpgen
punstrpGq, Oq
8
» MapOp8 passempunstrpGqq, Oq

[Lur17, 2.3.3.3].

which is natural in G P FunpX, Op8 q and O P Op8 . Note that by the naturality of unstraightening,
the value of G : X Ñ Op8 at x P X corresponds to the pullback of the corresponding family
unstrpGq Ñ X ˆ Fin˚ along txu ˆ Fin˚ ãÑ X ˆ Fin˚ .
Equipped with (6) we now turn to the proof of the first part of the claim. Since the underlying
8-category of colours of EdTop is BToppdq, so an 8-groupoid, the proof of [Lur17, 2.3.4.4]
r Top Ñ E Top where E
r Top is the total space of a family
produces a map of generalised 8-operads E
d
d
d
of 8-operads indexed by BToppdq:
r Top ÝÑ BToppdq ˆ Fin˚ .
E
d

The cited proof also shows that this map of generalised 8-operads is an approximation in
r Top
the sense of [Lur17, 2.3.3.6], and [Lur17, 5.4.2.9] shows that the fibres of the family E
d
indexed by BToppdq are equivalent to Ed . By pulling back along B Ñ BToppdq and using that
approximations are preserved by pullbacks [Lur17, 2.3.3.9], we obtain an analogous approximation
r θ Ñ E θ to E θ by a family of operads E
r θ indexed by B whose fibres are equivalent to Ed .
E
d
d
d
d
r θ corresponds to a functor
Under the equivalence FunpB, Op8 q » FampBq from (6), the family E
d
Gθ P FunpB, Op8 q whose values are equivalent to Ed . Moreover, commutativity of (6) implies
the first equivalence in the sequence
rθ q » E θ ;
colim Gθ » assempE
d
d

(7)

the second equivalence follows from [Lur17, 2.3.4.5 (1), Proof of 2.3.4.4]. This proves (i).
To prove (ii), we first note that there is a variant of the upper-left square in (6) where one
replaces the category Fin˚ by Surj˚ , the category Op8 by Opnu
8 and FampXq by the 8-category
FamSurj˚ pXq of Surj˚ -families of operads indexed by X in the sense of [Hin20, 2.11] if one makes
X ˆ Surj˚ into a decomposition category as in [Hin20, 2.11.1]. Now consider the commutative
diagram of 8-categories
p´qnu

FunpB, Op8 q
(8)

ι˚

FunpB, Opnu
8q

»

FampBq

ι˚

»

»
ι˚

FunpB, Op8 q

FamSurj˚ pBq

ι˚

FampBq

where the left horizontal arrows are induced by pullback along ι : Surj˚ ãÑ Fin and idB ˆ ι
respectively, and the right horizontal arrows by postcomposition with ι and idB ˆ ι respectively.
The right horizontal arrows are the respective left-adjoints to the left horizontal arrows (see
[Hin20, 2.6.6] for the lower row). Now consider the pullback square
rθ
j˚E
d
(9)

Edθ,nu
j

rθ
E
d

Edθ

where j is the counit of the pι˚ , ι˚ q-adjunction of endofunctors on Op8 . Since this counit is by
construction the pullback inclusion ι˚ Edθ Ñ Edθ viewed as a map of operads, the left vertical
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rθ Ñ E
r θ viewed as a map of families of operads
arrow is the analogous pullback inclusion ι˚ E
d
d
indexed by B. The latter agrees with the counit of the pι˚ , ι˚ q-adjunction of endofunctors on
FampBq, so it agrees in view of (8), via the equivalence FampBq » FunpB, Op8 q, with the counit
inclusion pp´qnu ˝ Gθ q Ñ Gθ of the pι˚ , ι˚ q-adjunction of endofunctors on FunpB, Op8 q. Using
commutativity of (6), taking adjoints in (9) thus induces a commutative diagram
Edθ,nu

rθ q
colimpp´qnu ˝ Gθ q » assempj ˚ E
d

j

colimpGθ q

»

rθ q
assempE
d

»

Edθ

whose bottom right equivalence featured in (7). To show the claim it thus suffices to show that
the upper right arrow is an equivalence. This follows from [Lur17, 2.3.4.5 (1), Proof of 2.3.4.4],
since the top arrow in (9) is an approximation because the bottom arrow is an approximation by
construction and approximations are pullback-stable [Lur17, 2.3.3.9].
□
2.2. Localised versions of Ed . The following is a direct consequence of Theorem 2.1 and the
universal property of localisations.
Theorem 2.3. For d ě 1, a map of spaces θ : B Ñ BToppdq, an 8-operad O, and a localisation
L˚ : Op8 Ñ Op8 commuting with p´qnu , the map
p´qnu : MapOp8 pL˚ Edθ , L˚ Oq ÝÑ MapOp8 pL˚ Edθ,nu , L˚ Onu q
is 0-coconnected. If L˚ O is quasi-unitalising, then it is an equivalence.
Remark 2.4. A source of localisations as in Theorem 2.3 is the following. By definition, a
(reflective) localisation L : S Ñ S of the 8-category S of spaces is given by precomposing a fully
faithful right-adjoint R0 : S0 Ñ S with left-adjoint L0 : S Ñ S0 . If L0 preserves finite products
then so does R0 , and then both L0 and R0 are symmetric monoidal with respect to the cartesian
monoidal structures. As a consequence of [CH20, Proposition 3.5.10], they then induce on
categories of enriched 8-operads a fully faithful right adjoint pR0 q˚ : Op8 pS0 q Ñ Op8 pSq “ Op8
with left adjoint pL0 q˚ : Op8 “ Op8 pSq Ñ Op8 pS0 q. In particular, the composition L˚ “
pR0 q˚ ˝ pL0 q˚ : Op8 Ñ Op8 is a localisation. On spaces of multi-operations, this is given by
applying L, so L˚ commutes with p´qnu if L preserves the empty set and L˚ preserves the
property of being quasi-unitalising if furthermore L preserves connected spaces.
Remark 2.5. For rationalisation, this gives a conceptual reason for the observation of Fresse–
Willwacher [FW20b, Section 7] that their models for the automorphism spaces of the unitary
and non-unitary versions of the rationalised Ed -operad pEd qQ agree.
2.3. The one-coloured version of Ed . So far we worked in the 8-category of 8-operads
Op8 which is, as mentioned in the introduction, equivalent to the underlying 8-category of the
model category of coloured simplicial operads. However, for some applications, the 8-category
Op˚8 underlying the model category of one-coloured simplicial operads plays a role. There is
an evident forgetful functor Op˚8 Ñ Op8 which is—analogous to the situation of comparing
simplicial groups with simplicial groupoids—not fully faithful: this functor factors through the
slice category pOp8 q˚{ over the one-coloured operad ˚ with only the identity operation since ˚ is
initial in Op˚8 , and it is the resulting functor Op˚8 Ñ Op8 ˚{ that is fully faithful instead:
Lemma 2.6. The forgetful functor Op˚8 Ñ Op8 ˚{ is fully faithful.
Proof. Denoting by Op and Op˚ the model categories of simplicial coloured operads and simplicial
one-coloured operads respectively, the forgetful functor Op˚ Ñ pOpq˚{ has a right adjoint which
sends a simplicial coloured operad under ˚ to the full suboperad whose only colour is the one
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in the image of ˚. Clearly, both adjoints preserve weak equivalences, so it follows that the
left adjoint induces a functor Op˚8 Ñ pOp8 q˚{ , which can be identified with the functor in
the statement. The claim now follows from the fact that the counit of the adjunction is an
isomorphism, so in particular a weak equivalence.
□
Being the operadic nerve of a one-coloured simplicial operad, Edθ may be considered as an
object in Op˚8 . The analogue of Theorem 2.1 in this setting reads as follows:
Theorem 2.7. For d ě 1, a map of spaces θ : B Ñ BToppdq, and a one-coloured simplicial
operad O, the map
p´qnu : MapOp˚8 pEdθ , Oq Ñ MapOp˚8 pEdθ,nu , Onu q
is 0-coconnected. If Op0q is nonempty and Op1q is connected, then this map is an equivalence.
Proof. Both rows in the commutative diagram
MapOp˚8 pEdθ , Oq

MapOp8 pEdθ , Oq

MapOp8 p˚, Oq

MapOp˚8 pEdθ,nu , Onu q

MappEdθ,nu , Onu q

MapOp8 p˚, Onu q,

are fibre sequences as a result of Lemma 2.6 and the fact that mapping spaces in an under-8category are the fibres of the respective mapping spaces in the non-under-8-categories. In view
of this, the claim follows from the fact that the middle and right vertical maps are equivalences:
the former by Theorem 2.1, and the latter since MapOp8 p˚, Oq and MapOp8 p˚, Onu q are both
equivalent to the components Op1q» Ď Op1q that are invertible under composition.
□
Remark 2.8. The case d “ 1 of Theorem 2.7 was proved by Muro [Mur16, p. 2146].
3. Theorem B
We conclude by proving Theorem B: any endomorphism of Ed is an equivalence.
Proof of Theorem B. It suffices to show that any self-map φ : Ed Ñ Ed induces an equivalence
on the space Ed pkq of k-ary operations for all k ě 0. Recall that Ed pkq is equivalent to the space
of k ordered configurations in Rd . The claim for d “ 1 follows from the fact that Σk -equivariant
self-maps of E1 pkq » Σk are equivalences. For d “ 2, the claim follows from [Hor17, Thm 8.5].
In the remaining cases d ě 3, we use that Ed pkq is simply connected for all k, so by Hurewicz’s
theorem it suffices to show that φ induces an isomorphism on the operad H˚ pEd q in graded
abelian groups obtained by taking arity-wise integral homology. We will use two facts about
the operad H˚ pEd q: firstly, it is degreewise a free abelian group of finite rank (see e.g. [Sin13,
Corollary 4.6 and Theorem 4.9]), so it suffices to show that φ induces a surjection in homology.
Secondly, H˚ pEd q is generated under operad compositions in arity 2 (this follows from the fact
that H˚ pEd q is the d-Poisson operad, see e.g. Theorem 6.3 loc.cit.). Hence, since Ed p2q » S d´1 ,
the operad H˚ pEd q is supported in degrees Htpd´1q pEd q for t ě 0 and φ acts in this degree by
multiplication with Dt where D is the degree of the induced self-map of Ed p2q. The task thus
becomes to show D “ ˘1 which we do by proving that D is not divisible by any prime p. If
D were divisible by p, then by the above discussion it would act by multiplication with 0 on
the reduced Fp -homology of Ed ppq. In the homological Fp -Serre spectral sequence of the fibre
sequence Ed ppq Ñ Ed ppq{Σp Ñ BΣp , this means that φ acts by 0 on all rows except the bottom
one, on which it acts as the identity. This implies that there are no nontrivial differentials
out of the bottom row, so the map Ed ppq{Σp Ñ BΣp is surjective on Fp -homology. But this
cannot happen since BΣp has nontrivial Fp -homology in arbitrarily high degree and Ed ppq{Σp
is equivalent to a finite-dimensional manifold, namely the configuration space of p unordered
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points in Rd . (It may be worth observing that this proof goes through with a cyclic subgroup
Cp Ă Σp in place of Σp , so it does not require the full Σp -equivariance of φ.)
□

Remark 3.1. Theorem B fails for several variants of the Ed -operad:
(i) It fails in general for the version Edθ with tangential structures: take θ to be the map
X Ñ ˚ Ñ BToppdq and use that any self-map ψ : X Ñ X induces a self-map of Edθ . This
is an equivalence if and only if ψ is an equivalence.
(ii) It fails in general for the localised versions of Ed : there is an endomorphism of
the cooperad H ˚ pEd ; Qq in commutative graded algebras that sends the generator
of H d´1 pEd p2q; Qq – Q to zero. By a version of formality of the rationalised Ed -operad
pEd qQ (see [FW20a, Theorem A, B] or [BdBH21, Section 12]), this endomorphism lifts
to an endomorphism of pEd qQ which is not an equivalence.
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